Early

Mid

Late

FT - Year 1, PT - Years 1-2

FT - Year 2, P,T - Years 3-4

FT - Years 3-4, PT - Years 5-7

Kickstart your research degree with joy, clarity and ease
Your research manifesto: a guide to working with greater clarity and ease
Make no plans: exploring alternative mehtods to get work done
Project managing your research degree
Working with your supervisors

Milestone - Literature review
Conducting a literature review: searching, reading and
note-taking
Conducting a literature review: critiquing, structuring
and writing

Who am I?
Researching opportunities
How to manage your career

Handling difficult conversations with your supervisors
Managing stress
Confidence and resilience
Creativie thinking for researchers
Critical thinking for researchers

Milestone - Upgrade
Maintain momentum and focus after your upgrade

Making relevant choices
Mapping and marketing your skills
Neworking for researchers
Beyond your research degree podcast

What to do when things go wrong:
using discomfort as a resource
Joyful research

Milestone - Viva
Preparing for your viva

Preparing applications
What next?
Applying for academic jobs
Applying for non-academic jobs
Careers Consultant 1-2-1s
Focus on...postdoctoral funding

Research integrity and ethics

Data collection and management

Data analysis and visualisation

Research Integrity Mandatory Online Training

Masters Research Methods Modules
Sage Research Methods Online Resource
How to manage your research data

ArcGIS, NVivo, Python, R
Visualising your data

Presenting at conferences

Publishing journal articles

Writing conference abstracts
Presentation skills for researcher
Designing research posters

An intro to publishing your research in journals
What is open access?
Writing journal articles

Creative research
communication

Academic writing skills

Dealing with writers block

Academic writing for PGRs
Creative approaches to decolonising your research writing

Write it out: journalling for mental health
Lego serious play for writers block

Shut up and write!

Doing research with artists
Creative and digital research communication online
course
Engaging with the public, policy and medai online
resource

Writing your thesis
Drafting your thesis
Writing a chapter

